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A quantum statistical theory of resonant optical phenomena is developed for the case when the fluctuations
of the laser, used for exciting transitions, are important. The general equations describing the dynamics of a
relaxing two-level atom (TLA) are solved exactly for different types of mean values and the two-time
amplitude and intensity correlations. The phase-diffusion model is adopted for laser fluctuations. The exact
results are used to analyze the effect of laser fluctuations on a number of optical effects —opticalfree-
induction decay, adiabatic following, the spectrum of the scattered light from a relaxing TLA, the energy-
absorption spectrum from a weak field, Hanle resonances, etc. In each case, the laser fluctuations are found
to affect in an important way the characteristics of the above optical-resonance phenomena. For example, the
spectrum of scattered radiation from a TLA has the usual three-peak structure for fields at resonance and
with strengths a above the threshold and for a& y„however, now the peak heights (widths) are in the ratio
3 x i2/3 a), x = [y, + (T, '+ T, ')/3]/ [2y, + T, '], where y, ' is the correlation time for laser phase
fluctuations. For y, &a, one gets a single-peak spectrum. The laser field is treated as a second-quantized
field with excitation in either a coherent state or a Fock state. The results, obtained by straightforward
perturbation theory, but valid for arbitrary values of the relaxation parameters, detuning, and the laser
correlation time, are also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Atomic systems in the presence of resonant
optical fields are known to exhibit a variety of
phenomena' depending on the interactions of the
atomic system with its surroundings, i.e., the
type of relaxation mechanism, the relations of
different relaxation parameters among themselves
as well as the relaxation of the applied field .
strength to the relaxation parameters. If the in-
cident field is monochromatic (or nearly mono-
chromatic) and if its strength is much smaller
than the atomic energy-level differences (Rabi
frequency«atomic frequency), then one can ob-
tain a number of exact solutions, and these have
been used to predict a number of optical effects
and to analyze the experimental data. The optical
effects most extensively studied, both experi-
mentally and theoretically, include optical nu-
tation, free-induction decay, "resonance
fluo-
rescencee, 4 "optical double resonance, "Hanle
resonances, '7 photon echoes, "self-induced trans-
parency, ' etc. In the case when the amplitude
of the monochromatic field is a varying function
of time such that its rate of change is much less
than, the rate of change of the Bloeh vector, then
the adiabatic solutions" " to Bloch equations can
still be obtained. When the field envelope varies
in an arbitrary manner, the solution of the Bloch
equations is far from being known (see, however,
the case of self-induced transparency). The prob-
lem becomes' worse if the laser field amplitude is
a fluctuating variable' which is indeed the case
in practice. Of course if the laser correlation
time is very large compared to the other char-
acteristic times in the problem, then the known
solutions can still be used. The trouble arises
only when the laser correlation time is of the
order of the characteristic times in the problem.
In this paper we analyze the effects of laser
fluctuations on the outcome of resonance experi-
ments. A number of exact results are presented.
Our exact calculations require the knowledge of
the laser correlations of arbitrary order. Since
the phase-diffusion mode12'~ of the laser is prob-
ably the only one for which all order correlation
functions are known in closed form, we have
naturally used this model in our exact solutions.
This is in contrast to approximate calculations
in which case one needs to know only the second-
order correlation functions of the field and hence
the calculations there are independent of the laser
model. In an earlier note" we have already de-
scribed how drastically the spectrum of resonance
fluorescence changes due to laser fluctuations. ""
In the meantime a study of the effect of laser
fluctuations on level-crossing experiments" has
also appeared.
The calculations presented here have important
bearings on the experimental work on absorption, '
the emission spectrum of a laser-driven two-
level system, Hanle resonances, etc. In the
development given in the succeeding sections we
give the general formulation and then study a
number of specific effects. From the point of
view of statistical mechanics, the systems studied
in Secs. III-V provide us with some samples of
exactly soluble models. The outline of this paper
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is as follows. In Sec.IIwe formulate the general
equations describing the dynamics of a relaxing
bvo-level atom in the presence of a laser field.
The study of the dynamics of an atom in a fluc-
tuating field is essentially a study of stochastic
Liouville operators. Sections HI-7 are devoted
to exact results. The laser phase fluctuations
are assumed to undergo diffusion. Using the tech-
niques of multiplicative stochastic processes, "
we obtain in Sec. III explicit results for the en-
semble average of one- and two-time expectation
values. The special optical effects we treat in
Sec. III are (i) optical free-induction decay, (ii)
adiabatic following, (iii) antibunching effects in
fluorescence, (iv) the spectrum of the fluores-
cence (scattered light), and (v) the absorption
spectrum. In all of the above cases analytical results
are presented, these results being valid for arbitrary
values of the field strengths, laser correlation
time, etc. In Sec. IV we undertake a study of
multilevel systems interacting with a fluctuating
laser field. The case of Hanle resonances for
transitions between J=0 and J =1 is analyzed in
detail. In Sec. 7 we present a treatment of the
laser field and its fluctuations which makes second
quantization of the laser field quite transparent.
The equivalence with the results of Sec. IG is
establi. shed. The paper concludes with two ap-
pendixes. In Appendix A the steady-state and
transient spectra are calculated using second-
order perturbation theory and the results valid
for arbitrary values of relaxation parameters,
laser correlation time, and detuning are present-
ed. In Appendix B we discuss some important
results on multiplicative stochastic processes.
The results of this appendix have wide applications
not only in the present context but also in other
fields such as exciton diffusion. 3o
(B) Collisional relaxation (cf. Ref. 31):
(C) Torrey's case:
=F2-F2 =P(o) (o)
T I 2(~+ P(0)+ P(0)) T I P
&Ss& )+ I(0)(~+ I (0)+ I (0))-(
(2.3)
(2.4)
In all of the above three cases, Eqs. (2.1) reduce
to Bloch equations:.
&S'&= ( ~- I/~. )&S'&+ 2~ &S'&S(f)""",
is the transition rate to level 2 (1) from level
1 (2); 2p is the rate at which the atoms are pumped
to level
~2& by some external source. The off-
diagonal decay rate usually also has a contribution
from phase-interrupting collisions. Note that
p„+p,2 & 1, since we have allowed external pump-
ing and decay. In deriving (2.1) the usual rotating-
wave approximation has been made and p is in a
frame rotating with the central frequency &o of
the applied field and 4 is the detuning (6= (d —&oo).
The complex field amplitude g(t)e""" repre-
sents the laser field. The field may be treated
either as a semiclassical field or a fully quantized
field. In the latter case, one has to assume that
the field is described by a coherent state whose
amplitude is a stochastic function of time. "~'"
If the initial state of the field is different from a
coherent state, then a similar treatment is still
possible (given in Sec. V).
In special cases, Eqs. (2.1) reduce to the usual
equations if we use the following relations among
relaxation parameters. (A) Radiative relaxation:
I', = I'~(0) = y, I'2 = I'2(0) =p = 0, I' = y, (2.2)
The most general equations describing the
Markovian dynamics of a two-level atom (having
energy separation (()) in the presence of an ex-
ternal laser field are given by
p~~ = -2F~p~g+ 2F2 p22(o)
+ ig8(f)(p»e '""'—c.c.),
(9)
p22 = -21 2pg2+ 2' pyy
+ igS(f) (p„e""'—c.c.), + 2p,
p).2= & ++ ~)»2 ig~(f)(»~ p22)s '""
~
(2.1)
where 21', (2I;) represents the total transition
rate per unit time from level 1 (2); 21'~(0) (2I'20')
II. DYNAMICS OF A TWO-LEVEL ATOM
IN A FLUCTUATING I.ASER FIELD AND IN THE PRESENCE
OF VARIOUS RELAXATION MECHANISMS
When I;(o) =0, the set of equations (2.1) reduces to
that of Schenzle and Brewer. "
If the incident field is monochromatic [g(t), y(t)
time independent, deterministic objects] then one
can solve (2.1) by straightforward Laplace-trans-
formation techniques. The detailed solutions are
well known in the special cases mentioned above. ""
If 8, y are time independent but fluctuating quan-
tities, then the final results can be obtained by
averaging the Laplace-transformed solutions of
(2.1) over the distribution of 8, ()).
In this paper we study how the temporal fluctua-
tions of the laser beam affect the outcome of the
resonance experiments. In this case 8, y are
stochastic variables and thus p, l p22& p12 also ac-
quire stochastic character. Equations (2.1) can
be cast in the form of Langevin equations" if we
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assume that the laser field amplitude b(t)
= g(t)e ~""' can be considered as undergoing a
Markovian process, "i.e.,
b f(b, b*)+E(t), (2.6)
where F(t) is a 6-correlated Gaussian random
process. Most of the laser theories" and the ex-
periments show that to a good approxi. mation laser
dynamics can be described by (2.6). It is clear
from Eqs. (2.1) and (2.6) that the set (p», p», p»,
p», b, b*) has a Markovian behavior and one can
write the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation"
with drift and diffusion coefficients which are
nonlinear functions of (p», p», p», p», b, b*).
It seems highly unlikely that analytical solutions
of such a Fokker-Planck equation can be obtained
except in special cases.~ In the case of the phase-
diffusion model"'4 of the laser beam, exact re-
sults can be obtained. For this model 8(t) is taken
to be a deterministic variable independent of
time. The phase undergoes diffusion:
approximate results in the special cases are
known; however, their discussion is included be-
cause it is interesting from the viewpoint of the
correlation functions and that we present expres-
sions for arbitrary values of y„T„T„Awith-
out using any ad Izoc assumption, and also the
initial state of the atom can be arbitrary.
X4=P22&~" X5=& '
we find the equations for X
(3.1)
III. EXACT SOLUTIONS FOR THE EFFECT
OF LASER PHASE FLUCTUATIONS ON THE DYNAMICS
OF A TWO-LEVEL ATOM
A. Ensemble average of one-time expectation values
Equations (2.1) involve the phase y in a non-
linear fashion. By a redefinition of the variables,
Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) can be cast into a linearized
set of equations. On introducing the variables
2sy iy
Xl P21 X2 I 12 X3 ~11
0 = p, (t), cp(0) =go, (2.7) iQ -iQ 0
&p(t)&=0, &p(t,)p(t, )&=2r,6(t, —t,), (2.8)
where yo is uniformly distributed between 0 and
2m, and p(t) is a 6-correlated Gaussian random
process with
X =iP(t)DX+
ZQ
—ZQ
-2I, 2r«) 0
+iQ 2r,") -2I', 2P
where the single brackets & ) denote the ensemble
average with respect to the distribution of the
random process p, (t). The next few sections are
devoted to the consideration of these exact re-
sults.
It should be noted that if the field strength is
much less than the saturation field, then the re-
sults for the scattered spectrum can be obtained
by iterating Eqs. (2.1). The approximate results
are then model independent. We present these
approximate results in Appendix A. Some of these
0
D]~ = 5 )~ D)), D11= 0, D22 = 2,
D33=D44 =D~5 = 1, Q =gGo
0 0 0
(3.2)
This equation has the form of the standard equa-
tion of the multiplicative stochastic processes.
From the theory of the multiplicative stochastic
processes (discussed briefly in Appendix B) it
follows that the average of X over the distribution
of y satisfies
&x& =
-I +id
—ZQ
0
-I'- i~-4y,
—ZQ
+ ZQ
ZQ
-ZQ
(2r, +r,)
2I &o)I
0
-ZQ
ZQ
2Z, (o)2
-(2r.+r,)
0
0
&x& (3 3)
The solution of (3.3) yields the mean values
(p»), &p»e'"&, etc. In order to calculate &p»),
(p») we have to introduce another set of variables
for &p»e'~& O (p»&&e'"). The following set is found
useful.
and hence
(3.4)
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& = i~(f)(B-1)4
-F+ jr' in -in 0
In the steady state one has [provided (» -B),
~
does
not have a zero at g = 0]
2Q
-in in 0
-iQ -2' 2F2o 0
(C,(f)&-2u(-B),.',
&X(f)&-0 as f-
(3.11)
-2Q
0
ZQ 2' -2F2 2p
0 0 0~
(3.5)
Using Eq. (B.7) of the appendix, we immediately
find that the ensemble average g satisfies
It is clear from (3.11) that in the steady state
the average value of the dipole moment vanishes
because of the phase fluctuations. The matrices
appearing in (3.7) and (3.8) are easily found to be
(we are quoting only the elements needed in further
calculations)
-F-y, +in
2Q
2F(0) 0
2r,"' -2F, 2p
0 0 0„
in -in 0
—F -y, —i4 -in in
(g -4),', =P,'Oz+ I'+ 4y, + i&)
x [(,+y, +2r,)(z+y,+2r,}-4r,"'r,"']
+ 2n'(g+ y, + r, + r, r,"'- r,"')&,
(3.12)
~);;=2n&P (g+y, +r,+r, —r["-r,"'),
(3.13)
(3.6)
Using Eqs. (3.3), and (3.6), we can calculate all
the relevant mean values (single time) determin-
ing the dynamics of a two-level atom. %e note
that equations for &g& are identical to the equations
for the old set provided we replace F by F+y, .
y, appears in a more complicated way in the equa-
tions for (X&. Using the techniques of Laplace
transforms, one finds that
&X,(z)&=+ (g -&)ig &Xg(0)&
(g -A),,' = inP, '(z+ y, + 2r, —2r,"')
(3.15)
x (z+ 4y, + r+ i4), (3.14)
(z —A),' = -inP, '(z+ I'+ 4y, + i~)
x (g+y, +2r, -2r,"'),
P (z) =4n (z+ y + I",+ r, —r,"'-r", &)
x (z+ r+ 2y,)+ (z+ r —ib)(z+ r+ 4y, + i4)
x [(z+y, + 2I',}(z+y, + 2r, ) —4I',"'r,"'],
(3.16)
+( +y,) '2P( -&) &x,(o)&
&tt';(z)&=/ (g —B) &0 (o)&+z '(g -B),.'(2P),
(3.7)
(3.8)
(g —B)~~ =P,'(2n'(z+ I'+ y,)
+ (g+ 2r, )[a'+ (g+ I'+ y,)']],
(g -B)~~=inP,"'(g+21', —2r2 )
(3.17)
with
-F+is
in
-F- i~-4y,
in
2Q
iQ
-2F~ —y
2F&0)
-2Q
2F&0)
2
-2F
-y
(3.9)
-F+is- y,
2Q
—in
-2Q
in
-21" 2F
21 «0) -2F
(3.10)
2Q -2Q
-F —i4 —y -in inC
x (z+ r+ y, —ib,),
(z B)„'=P-(2n-'(g+ r+ y,)
+ 2r,"'[~'+ (g+ r+ y,)']],
(g -B),,' =P,"'(2n'(z+ I'+ y,)
+ (z+2r, )[w'+ (z+ r+y,)']},
P, (z) =4n'(z+ r, + r, —r,"'-r,"')(z+ r+y.)
+ [a'+ (z+ r+ y,)']
x'[(z+ 2r,)(z+ 2r,) —4r,"'r,'"].
(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
It is clear from the above that the dynamics of
the population in each level is governed by the
roots of P„whereas that of the dipole moment
is governed by the roots of P,. In the absence of
laser fluctuations one, of course, has Py
Note that in Torrey's case [Eq. (2.4}], we have (at
resonance b. =0)
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Z, = (z+ 2p) (z+ y, + 1/T, )
x [«'+ (z+ 1/T, )(z+ I/Tz+ y,)1. (3.23)
P, = (z+ y, + 2P) [4e)'(z+ 2y, + I/T, ) + (z+ 1/T, + 4y, )
x (z+1/T2)(z+y, +1/T, )], (3.22)
Z, (z)=0 ~z=-(r+2y. ), -(y.+r, +r, —r«) r&»),
~zo. —-'(3y, + r+ r, + r, + r,'"4. r,"') .
(3.25)
In Torrey's case the roots of P2 are given
approximately by
It is clear from (3.23) that the threshold of oscil-
lations in the population inversion is determined by
16z).',h= (1/T, + y, —1/T, )'.
z=-(&P+y.), -(2y.+1/T.),
+2io. - -,'(3y, + 1/T, +1/T, ), (3.26)
In the limit of strong fields (n» all the damping
constants in the problem) and at resonance the
roots of P, and P, are
~,(z)=0 z=-(r+y, ), -(r, +r, —r&"-r,"'),
+2zn ——,(y,+r+r, +r +r,' '+r~~)),
(3.24)
which amounts to the replacement in the usual
Torrey solutions:
1/T, -1/T, + 2y„
1/T, -l/T, +y, .
(3.27)
Note that in the steady state the population dis-
tribution in the upper level is given by
p[r,")+o. ',r(~'+ r')-'](Pzl( )& (r r r(0)r(0))+ ~zr(gz~ r2)-z(r + r r(0) r(01)
~:=r-'(t), '+ r')(r+ y,)[~2+ (r4 y,p]-z~&,
(3.28)
and that the dipole moment in the steady state is
zero. It is seen that a, =n if y, =0. Moreover
it is clear that to achieve a given amount of sat-
uration the fields have to be stronger by the factor
r[~'+ (r+ y,)'](r+ y,)-'(~'+ r')-'.
It should also be noticed that the state of the
atom at time t is not a coherent state~' even if we
ignore all relaxation and pump mechanisms ex-
cept laser fluctuations. We will now deal with
specific optical effects.
l. Optical induction decay
The usual theory of optical induction" hoMs
even in the presence of a fluctuating laser beam
if we make the replacement I'- F+y„showing
that the laser linewidtb simply adds to the line-
width associated with the decay of off-diagonal
elements. This follows from the fact that the
optical induction signal is determined by the
interference of the laser fields and the scattered
field. The interference term is proportional to
(p»e'"& whose approximate value is
,
p'"e" &=)&P,.e")~, em[ (r+y. -z-&)tl
(3.29)
Note that the atoms are shifted out of resonance
by the Stark field. The average value appearing
in (3.29) is given by (3.11) with i = 2.
-y, -ia 2zn(t) (C».-
-ia (t)
(3.30)
On integrating the equation for C, we get in the usual
manner
z~(t)&4,&= g . „„„,„[~(t)&C.(t))]. (3.»)0 z yc
We'now substitute the first two terms of (3.31) in
the equation for C, and obtain the analytical solution
for (C,&:
Z. Adiabatic following
So. far we have considered the laser amplitude
to be independent of time. If g is a function of
time, then explicit solutions can be obtained in
the adiabatic Limit, ""i.e., when the rate of
change of the field is much. less than the rate of
change of the Bloch vector (S&, as for example
will be the case when the applied field is far off
the resonance. When the applied field is close to
the resonance, then the generalized adiabatic ap-
proximation of Bef. 21 is to be used. In what
follows we assume that our two-Level atom is driv-
en by the "phase fluctuating" Laser beam and we
ignore for the sake of simplicity all the relaxation
mechanisms. The ensemble average of
@Z =PZ) @2=4 @Z =(~'& =24Z- P4))
satisfies the equation
2ie) (t)
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inserted in (3.35) lead to
t
x exp, ', d~ o, '(i.)(y.'+~')
4(y2 g2) -i
X 1 — 2 2 2 Q Tyc+&) where'
and g are given by
(3.38)
On substituting (3.32) in (3.31), we obtain the adia-
batic solutions for the dipole moment in the instan-
taneous frame
He&{s'(t)&e '""&
z &~+i&+ ~ z
'
2). —&~Cs&
—id+&=4y.(4iny. -&') ', II= (. 4 ). l (339)
The real and imaginary parts of the ensemble
average of the dipole moment are obtained from
(3.36) and (3.37). Note that since (f,) is not real,
the n = 1 term of (3.36) also contributes to the real
part of the dipole moment. In the limit y, - 0, the
adiabatic equations (3.32), (3.38), and (3.36) be-
come the usual ones.
Im«s'(t)&e '" ' & B. General structure of the ensemble average
of the atomic correlation functions
The adiabatic solutions for the dipole moments are
similarly found. We start from the ensemble av-
erage of the equations for f, =~„ f, =x„ f, =-,'(~,
-x»
We next discuss various types of correlation
functions associated with a two-level atom. Such
correlation functions describe, among other
things, spectrum of resonance fluorescence, en-
ergy absorption from a weak external field, etc.
Let us define
2in (t7-
-4y, —ia +2ia(t) &f&.
in(t) -iu(t)
(3.35)
I',"' (t+7, t) =&(S'(t+7)s-(t)»,
IP&(t+~, t) =(&s-(t)s'(t+~)&&, (3.40)
I"',z'(t+~, t) =&&S'(t)s'(t+7)s (t+T)s (t)&&,
Note that if at t = -~, the atom is in the ground
state, then y, (- ) = y,(- ) = 0, f,(- )
= —
—,'&e'~'&f, (-~) will also be zero if we assume
that y0 is randomly distributed. For such cases
&f,(t)& =0. Hence in what follows we leave the dis-
tribution of y0 arbitrary.
On integrating the &f,& and &f,& equations, we
find
(3.36)
where double brackets (( &) indicate the quantum-
mechanical averaging with respect to the density
matrix of the system and the classical ensemble
averaging with respect to the temporal distribu-
tion of the phase y.
As discussed earlier our extended set of vari-
ables undergoes Markovian motion and hence all
the correlation functions can be calculated by using
quantum regression theorem. 4' ~ Let us define
Laplace transforms of the correlation functions by
1(t,z) = dv e "I'(t +v, t) (3.41)
(3.37)x o. (t) dt„&~(t)f,(t)& ~
The n=0 and n=1 terms of (3.36) and (3.37) when
We will indicate the use of quantum regression
theorem in the case of Piz~. Using the solution
of (3.3) we find
dge "«S+(t+g)-» =( -g);,q&S'(t)»+( -W);,'«S-(t)e" &"»+(z -W);,'&(11&&11e'«'&»
Using quantum regression theorem we then get for the correlation function
I &"&(t, z) = (z -A),«s'(t)s-(t)»+(. -~)-„'&&s-(t)e""'"s «»&+ (z -»-'&&I »&I I""'"s «»&
+ (z —4)„'«I 2&&2
I
e'"'"S (t)&) + 2p(z+ y, ) '(z —A)„'«e'"'"S (t)&)
= (z —&),',&0,(t)&+ (z A),.'(z + y, ) '(z+—y, + 2p)&4. (t)& (3.42)
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Using similar methods, we find for the antinormal-
ly ordered correlation function the expression
I',"'(f,z) = (z -&)„'Q.(f)&
tions. Using (3.19) in (3.44), we find that the nor-
malized intensity correl, ation function has the
structure
+[(z -A)„'+2p(z+y, ) '(z -&)„']
&& &4.(f)&, (3.43)
I'(f) = I"."'(, i)/(« S'S ».)'
=. 1+(z.—z ) '(z e "'—z,e '-')
and for the intensity correlation function the form
I","'(f,z) = Q, {f)&[(z—E)-„'z-'{z+ap)]
= &e, (f)&&4', ( )&, (3.44)
where (', represents the value of g, if at f = 0 the
atom is assumed to be in the ground state. Note
that even in presence of the laser fluctuations the
i.ntensity correlations have the time factorization
property of Ref. 45. In what follows we quote ex-
plicit expressions only for the steady-state corre-
lation functions.
(3.45a)
where z, are the roots of
(z+1/T, )(z+y, +1/T, )+4m'=0. (3.45b)
For large fields (3.45) shows that the envelope of
the oscillation decays at the rate —,'{y,+ 1/T, + 1/
T, ) showing that the laser linewidth adds simply
to the linewidths associated with T, and T,.
J. Intensity correlations-photon antibunching effects
For the sake of simplicity we also restrict the
discussion to the Torrey type of relaxation equa-
2. iYormally ordered amplitude correlations-spectrum
of the scattered radiation
The amplitude correlation is similarly obtained
by using (3.12)-(3.16) in (3.42). The final result is
I'I '(, z) = 4p~-, '(z)Z-, '(0)((z+y, )-'(z+ y, +2p)(r +y, —i~)(1', —I &'&) (z+I +i~+4y )(z+ y +21 21&'&)
( '(I' y) I'"'[~"(I.y)']][2 '("y .I .I -I"'-I"')
+ (z + I'+4y, +ir )[{z+y,',+ 2I', ) (z+ y, + 2I",) —41"',"I,"']}),
which for the Torrey type of relaxation mechanism ~educes to
I,"~'(,z)=2pr (0)( z+y, +2p)~ ( )zr(z),
1 z+-.'Y'(z)= 2n'+ Iz+y + —z+4y + —+is I 2n' y + + =—' b'+ y + —,+n'(z+y ) 'c rg c Tr $ c T T [ c T c
(3.46)
(3.4V)Iz+4y, +ih+ pI z+y, ——y, + —ib, I I, E-=&$'&„.
2 1 3 ) 1 )
In the special cases of the radiative and collisional relaxations, (3.47) reduces to
r(z) = 2~'(y+ y,)[2o.'+ (z+ y, + 2y)(z+ 4y, + y+ i&)]
+ 2o.'(z+ y,) '(z+ 4y, + ia+ y) (z+ y, + 2y) (y, + y -i b)y, (3.48)
F'(z) = 'o( zy+)-'(z+ 4y, + in+ z)(z+ y, - 2Ez) (y,+ ~- ih)(-2E tc)+ {2m'(y, + a)+ z(E+ —,') [4'+ (y, + z)']]
x[2n2y(z+y, + tc)(z+4y, +Ic+i4)], E=—P —2. (3.49)
The power spectrum of the radiation scattered
from such a bvo-level atom is obtained from
S(~)=Re I'f"'(~,i~) . (3.50)
For the case of incident laser fields at resonance
several features of the spectrum are to be noted:
(i) the spectrum is symmetric; (ii) the coherent
part of the spectrum present in the theory with
the nonQuctuating beam is now broadened by the
amount of the laser linewidth; (iii) in the limit
of strong laser fields o.'» 1/T„1/1'„y„one
finds the three-peak spectrum. Let Us introduce
the parameter
y, + —,' (1/r, +1/r, )
2y, +1/r,
HKOR~ OF OpTicAQUANTUM STATISTICAI, T R
the following x'esults fox' the ratios
of peak heights and widths: (i) center pe eig
er side peak height is Sx; (ii) center peak width
dth 2/Sx Note further that inpex' side peak wl 18
f x'adlatlve relaxatlon. qthe special cases o oui,
x= y +y)/(2y + y); (iv) collisional relaxation,
In the limit when phase fluctuations are dom-
~~1+ T /T ) in the absencecompared with the value ~
f l er hase fluctuations. In the absence of
l hase fluctuations and the two sp0 8 eciRl cRsesRser p Rs
t 6 Rnd collisional relaxatlons,of r&latlve a 8
res 8 Rgrult ee with those of Mollow. n
its forf laser hase fluctuations the resu
the widths Rnd peak heights are in agreemen
with those of Eberly" and the author'825 as well
Avan and Cohen-Tannoue]i 827 results on theRs VR
46radlatlve relaxatl. on cRse.
Fi s. 1 Rnd 2 the shape of. the spec-%'6 show in g
Fl Ure 2trum fox' different vRlues of & and p~. igU.x'6
hmgs the three-peak spectrum —the widths
~
Rn ped ak heights axe in agreement wl.
2/Sx, Sx. Figure 1 shows the behaviior of the
spectrum for xe s rf' ld trengths less than the thresh-
old value. The broadening of the spectrum ue o
Quctuations is to be noted. The verylRsex' phRse
= 0.01 andshRx'p pe Ulak in Fig. 2 corresponds to y,
t -0 this peak transforms l.nto thin the limit y, —,
functl. on. Finally when y, ~ a then e r
peak spec umtr disappears and one finds a single
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ce s ectrum as a functionFIG. 1. Normalized fluorescence p
dset ual to 1. The curves corresponof &. chas been eq
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PIG. 2. Normalized fluorescence spectrum as a
function of (u for o.' = 10 and for {1)y~=- 2 {2) y, = 0.01.
The behavior of the peak arlsQlg entirel due to laser
e 3 for the case p = 0.0fluctuations is shown bg curve
n= 10.
ak ield-absorption spectiruet3 L' r response to an applied we
It is well known that the power absorbed from
a weak field by a system is proportional to the
imaginary part of the appropriate linear sus-
RtlOQ fuDCtlOQt b l t which ls related the corre
of the form ([S'(t), S (0)j ). Hence the absorption
t essentially proportional to He I","' ~,
i~) —I",'~'(~, i~)]. Using (3.41), (3.42), an ( . )
&0 thebroad peak. For the off-resonant case 6
s ectrum S(~) has the property S(b,, &o) = S -h, -&o .
The explicit form of the spectru
from (3.48). For the case of radiative relaxation
, lyT = qS ) =--' the result obtained
from (3.48) coincides with that of Kimble and
Mandel ~' Kimble Rnd Mandel have studied the0
~ edetuned spectrum iQ detail RQd have discussed
many of the asymmetry properties of the spec-
trum. Ir.t s o eh uld b remembered that the method
leading to Eq. qS 48) s exact whereas the method
of Kimble and Mandel~v is seemingly an approxi-
mate one obtained by using a suitable decorre-
nce of thelation. The reasons for the coincidenc
results obtained by the two -methods are given in
Appendix B.
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(3.21), one finds that the absorption spectrum
has the form
S(w) = Re[ I","'(,ia&) —I","'(, j&u)]
=4P(l'+y, )(l' —I' )P (0)Re(g+y, +2p) P (g)
I &~(
z+4y + —
~
z+y + —)) y +
(3.53)
with
2n'-(z+ 3y,) (3.52)
where we have specialized to Torrey type of
relaxation mechanism. Thus the absorption spec-
trum is determined by
x(~) = (A,a, +a,a,) (A;+ a2)-&,
I
1-
Z
&. 1.
-2-
-3
12 1'6 ZO
pc=2
2'8
1 4
1 i( 1 1 2Q2y+ I~5y+ —+
=4& 2y~+ +
~
yc+ T c+ T2
2 l
5yc+ + y1' 2
1.5
1.0
)&
p 5
Z
IZ
CC p1-
CC
(3.54)
FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3 but for the collisional
relaxation of the atom.
Note that the spectrum x(&u) is symmetric. In the
special case when y, =0, the result (3.53) is eq»v-
alent to that of Mollow. " We have plotted (3.53)
for two special cases I/T = I/T2= I (collisional
laxation) in Figs. 3 and 4 for the case o«trong
f lds and for y «a. . It is seen that the laserie C
fluctuations reduce considerably the- streng
of attenuation and arnplification of the external
weak field. 'The spectrum changes very slowly
from the negative values to positive values com-
pared to the case when the nonfluctuating laser
beam is used to drive the two-level atom. Note
also that the spectrum x(&o) is independent of
temperature which is in contrast to the case of
scattered field spectrum, given by Eq. 3.49)
which depends in an important way on temperature
(p).
IV. INTERACTION OF A MULTILEVEL SYSTEM
WITH FLUCTUATING LASER FIELDS-8ANLE RESONANCES
30
053
-1.0
-1.5
FIG. 3. Absorption spectrum as a function of ~p
for the radiative relaxation of the atom.
Multilevel systems show a variety of interesting
optica e ec st' 1 ff ts'~' '4 with laser fields. Such op-
tical effects include optical double resonance ex-
periments and Hanle resonances. I would be
interesting to study how the laser fluctuations
affect the spectrum of optical double resonance
as well as the intensity of level-crossing signals.
It should be noted that the problem of resonance
fluorescence from a collection of atoms is also
an exercise in the interaction of a multilevel
system with a resonance field. It will be clear
from the treatment given in Sec. III that the laser
fluctuations can be incorporated in the theory.
One has to find the set of variables such that the
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p"' = p„„exp[i(n —m} (p(t)], (4.2)
set satisfies equations of multiplicative stochastic
processes. For example let us discuss briefly the
resonance fluorescence from a collective atomic
system. The master equation describing the
atomic dynamics'4'" is
p= y(8'8 p —28 pS'+ps'8 )
+in[8'e (2+c.c., p], (4.1)
where (t)(t) is the fluctuating phase variable (2.V}.
It is clear from (4.1) that if we introduce variables
discuss it here. We will however present the
analysis of Hanle resonances for J=0 to 4=1
transition excited by a fluctuating laser field.
This system has been analyzed quite recently
by Avan and Cohen-Tannoudji. " %e will show
how the theory of the multiplicative stochastic
processes can be applied to obtain exact results.
The analysis is rather simple as the following
statement will show. The model for the Hanle
resonance is same as that of Avan and Cohen-
Tannoudji. In the equivant spin-1 space the density
matrix p obeys the equation
then
p (1) (89 8- p(1) 28- p(1) 84 p(l) 84 8-)
p()]+ t (t)[s p(
and hence the ensemble average of p"'- satisfies
(4.3)
(P'"'& = 7(s'8 -(P"'& —28 (P"'&8'+&P"'&8'8 )
+
' [8'+8,&p"'&]-v.[s' [8' &p"'&]] (4.4)
P = -i[» PJ+I (nn, np i
where
1 0 0
aQ 0 0 0 +
00 -1
0, ='Q. e '""'0
0 (yo 0
Qo+ 0 @0+
0 O,o 0
(4.6)
(4.9)
p„"„'= p„„exp[i(n —m+1) (()(t)],
since
&S'(t)) = Q P„S'„„=Qp„„.,(n+1~8'(n&
= Tr [p"'(t) S'],
(4.5)
and thus ((8'(t)» can be calculated from the en-
semble average of p"'. The ensemble average
of p") satisfies the exact master equation
&p"'& = -r(s'8-& p("& —2s- &p"'& s'+ &p"'& s's-)
+in [8'+8,&p"'&]-y,([s', [8', &p" &]]
+ p(2) + 2[ 82 &p(2)&]}
(4.V)
It is thus clear that in the presence of laser
fluctuations one has to solve different types of
master equations [cf. analogous relations (3.3)
and (3.6)]. Of course, master equations like
(4.4) and (4.V) have to be solved on a computer
(cf. calculations in Hefs. 15 and 50).
A similar analysis can be carried out for optical
double resonance" experiments —one has to solve
numerically 9 & 9 matrices. As this becomes a
problem in computational physics, we do not
It is clear that'the ensemble average of p"'
enables one to calculate the ensemble average
of the diagonal elements of p. The ensemble
average of the correlation functions involving
the atomic operators diagonal in
~n& representation
can be calculated from (4.4) and the quantum
regression theorem. In order to calculate the
dipole moment and the dipole moment correlation
functions, one can introduce the variables
~1 P139 42 419 . ~3 P23 9 44 43 9 (4 11)
~5 e P129 4 ~5 9 Pv P119 4 P33 '
It is easily seen that the set (4.11) satisfies equa-'.
tions of multiplicative stochastic processes:
t/, =-(r+2iQ)th), —i()(($3 $5) 9'-
rq, i&(q, y),j,= rq, i&A, y),
4.= -(r~2+ifi}&.-ii 4. i~(4, +24. -1+0,), -
P 5 = —(r/2+ i0)(5+ijo (tt, —i(2(1 —2g, —(t)5 —(F),) 9
(4.12)
which can be written in matrix form (P a column
matrix having eight components}
$ ~A( —it((t) I(+i c(IP, (4.13)
I»=-I«= I„=I„=l, P, =l —for every i,
the remaining elements of I being zero. Hence the
ensemble average of g satisfies the exact equa-
tions
&(I)& = A &g& + in IP -y, A &())&, A;, = 1 for i = 3, 4, 5, 6,
(4.14)
and where the remaining elements of A are zero.
and I.„„„prepresents the damping part
(~inc hp)(d —-r P( +r (J5(2+2 r(JP(g 9
where I' is a symmetric matrix and its only
nonvanishing elements are I'»= I,",=1 and 20
represents the splitting between the two Zeeman
levels. As is well known the level-crossing signal
is determined by the steady-state behavior of
p„+p», Rep». %e now introduce the set of
variables
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Eq. (4.14) and the regression theorem leads to the
complete dynamics of the system. In the steady
state one will have
&g& = i(g(y, A A)-'IP . (4.15)
Note that one need not invert the 8 && 8 matrix
(y, A -A). Equations (4.14) can be solved directly
for the steady-state values. A simple analysis
shows that
(4 18)
&gl), & =i& '( ,'y+—iQ) '[1+ (—'y -iQ) '(—' I' —iQ) '],
(4.1V)
&Pg& = &p,.& =& '(-'I" +Q') '(-'y'+Q') '
where p(t) has the properties given by (2.8). The
total interaction can now be written
p=-i((d —(u,)[s', p]+ig[s'a+s at, p]
—i p(t}[aga, p]. (5.3)
We now eliminate the stochastic element from
(5.3). This can be done by using again the theory
of the multiplicative stochastic processes (see
Appendix B) and the exact result is
&p) =-ia[s', &p&]+ig[s'a+s at, &p&]
H= boa a+)g(t}a a +&us'-g($+a +$ at). (5.2)
Thus the density operator in a frame rotating with
the frequency mo satisfies the equation
x [1—Q'+-,' I'y ——,' iQ(I" yy)], (4.18}
—y,[a ga, [ata, &p)]] (5.4)
&~.&=&p..&=~- (-.'y"Q }- (-.'~"Q }-
x [1+(y/I')(Q' y —,' 1"')],
where
v =~+2x.
(4.19)
The solutions of (5.4) describe the time-dependent
behavior of the states of the field as well as the
atom. The solutions of (5.4} can be obtained by
using Fock space representation of the radiation
field. Let us assume an initial state of the form
1+ (3yjg)(Q2+L y2) 1+ (Q2+ g P2) I
x (Q'+-,'y') '(4+-,'yI' —2Q').
Note that in the limit of 0»F, y one gets
(4.20)
(4.21)
In this limit the results are in agreement with
Avan and Cohen-Tannoudji. " Since the curves
giving the behavior for different values are
given in Ref. lV, we do not pursue this topic any
further. We would like to emphasize that our
results (4.16)-(4.19) are valid for arbitrary values
of the field strength and y„Q, I', etc. , whereas
Avan and Cohen-Tannoudji have presented only
the limiting results (4.21). The simplicity of
our method should also be noted.
p(0) =Ix& &x I,
lx& =o', ln, 1&+().In, ». (5.5)
Note that for the system (5.4) (ata+S') is a con-
stant of motion and hence the density matrix at
time t will be of the form
4
&p(f)&= Z p(""I4„&&4.l, (5 8)
where
l~,&=In, », lC.&=in+1, 2&,
le,& = ln, », lc,& = ln -1, 1& .
(5.7)
The reduced density operators for the atomic sys-
tem and the radiation field will be
(g,g) (4c)}ll)&1 l (p(g g) p(gss))l2&&2 l
V. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMIC TREATMENT
OF THE EFFECT OF LASER PHASE FLUCTUATIONS
+p(" l1)&2 l +p( l2&&1l (5.8)
We have so far treated the external laser field
as either a classical field or a coherent field with
a fluctuating amplitude and phase. In this section
we present a treatment which makes the second-
quantized nature of the field explicit. We assume
that the initial state of the field is a Fock state.
The phase fluctuations appear in a dynamic form
in equations. For simplicity of the analysis, we
ignore the terms arising from the relaxation of
the atomic system. It is well known that the phase-
diffusion model of the laser is described by the in-
teraction Hamiltonian:
&p & =(p" +p" ) ln&&nl
+p" in+1)&n+1l+p(' ) ln-1&&n ll
+(p "'ln&(n —1l+p ' in+1&&nl+H. c.] . (5.9)
& x,& = p""= «s », & X.& =p'"',
(x &=p""' (x &=p""
(5.10)
Equation (5.8) clearly shows the relation of
p "'"' to the atomic expectation values such as di-
pole moments. Equations for p "' follow from
(5.4). On defining
H= &uoa ta+ )4t)aga, (5.1) we find the equations
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&x.) =
-i gran
igln+1
iA- 4yc
ig4n+ I
igM-n
ig-Mn ig4n+1
igv'n+1 ig-~n
&X&
0
(5.11)
We thus see that the mean value of the dipole mo-
ment satisfies the same equation (3.3) provided we
assume that the number of photons in the field is
large enough so as to justify the replacement n+1
=n. We next show that a similar result holds for
the population distribution in the lower and upper
levels for example, we obtain for the atomic den-
sity matrix the equation
&p„7 26 yc
phil
igVn+1 igV-n+1 &p„)
&p„)
&p,) ig4n+1
(p„) ig4n-+ 1
yc
-igin+1
i''n+1
zg-&n+ I tg/n+1 &P„)
0 O
&p,.)
(5.12)
which compares very well with Eq. (3.6}. We have
thus established the equivalence of the results of
Sec. II with the results of the present section pro-
vided n» 1. Since in Sec. III one has assumed the
excitation of the field in a coherent state whereas
in the present section in the Fock state, one ex-
pects the equivalence on the basis of the corre-
spondence principle, i.e., in the limit of large n
and that is what we have explicitly shown. For an
initial Fock state in which n is of the order of 1,
then the equations like (5.11) and (5.12}are to be
used. In the case y, -o, the solutions of (5.11}
and (5.12}are equivalent to the Cummings and
Jayne s'" solutions.
We have considered so far only the phase fluc-
tuations of the laser beam. In principle the amplitude
also fluctuates. In many cases, for a laser oper-
ating well above threshold, the amplitude can be
written as
where the part 8,(t} is fluctuating and is much
smaller compared to go. Since &ha~') «8'„ the effect
of 8,(t} can be incorporated in the theory by doing a
second-order perturbation calculation with respect
to 8„ in a way analogous to the one in Appendix A.
The results on the effect of laser amplitude fluc-
tuations will be discussed in a future publication.
In this paper we have treated exactly the effect
of the laser phase fluctuations on thy outcome of a
number of optical-resonance experiments such as
resonance fluorescence, energy absorption from a
weak field, optical double resonance, Hanle re-
sonances, free-induction decay, etc. The laser
field can be either a semiclassical field or a full
quantized field having excitation in coherent state
or Fock state. In future publications, we will
study the effect of the laser fluctuations on the ex-
periments involving two-photon" type of processes,
on the nonlinear susceptibilities" of a two-level
atom in the presence of a strong laser field, co-
herent and incoherent pulse propagation, etc.
APPENDIX A: ATOMIC CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
TO SECQND ORDER IN APPLIED FIELD
AND THE SPECTRUM OF THE SCATTERED LIGHT
In this appendix we assume that the applied laser
field strength is much less than the saturation
field. In this case a perturbative solution'~ in pow-
ers of 8 can be obtained. From the perturbative
solutions the correlation functions involving the
ensemble averages over the distribution of the las-
er field can be calculated easily. Such approxi-
mate results involve, to lowest order in field
strengths, only the second-order correlation func-
tions of the field and hence are model independent.
In order to keep the analysis simple, we do only
the case when the relaxation mechanisms are of the
Torrey type. On integrating (2.5) once, we get
&S'(t+7)) =e '"&&'(t))+ dt'e ' '"'~ —&S'),+(igS(t+t')[(S'(t+t ))e "'& c.c.j) (, -8q
&S'(t+r)) =e' 'e '~"' S&'(t)) + dt'exp —
~
—
—iA I(r -t') 2ig&$'(t+t~))h(t+t )e'""+")
Using (Al) and (A2) in (2.5) we obtain
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d
d7 T.
—(S (t'+!))= — — at)( S(t et))+ 2(gg(t+!')(S'(t))e""'"e '/ +2(gg(t+t)e"«"&
x dt'e"" r2 —&Sg& +(igS(t+t')[&S'(t+f )g&e """-c.c.]) ~eq ) 20 1 (A3)
d, &S'(t+&)&= T-(&s'(f+ 7)& —&S &„)+iIg&(t+ ~)e ""' &S (f)&e"('/"-«&
'r
+ gt e"'/ ''*'" "Sig(S'(t+t ))g('t+t )e"!"''—c.c,).0 (A4)
The equations for the correlation functions can be obtained from (A3) and quantum regression theorem:
dr
—(2'(t+ e)S (t)) = — ——i/t)(S (t+ e)S'(t)) + Sigg(t+ e)e"""'1
T2
&& [(S'&„-(&S'&.,+ ')e ' -"]&S (f)& —2g'&(f+ &)e""'
dt'e """2g(t+ft)[&Se(t+tg)S (f)&e '2' eg) —(S {f+t')S (t))ei"(i+i ].
0
Equation (A5) involves the correlation function (S (f+ f')S (f)&, which satisfies a similar equation
d& (S (t+ v')S (t)) = — —+ir ~(S (t+ w)s (f)& —2ig/s(t+ r)e """'T2 j
x[&S'&.,—((S'& +-') '"1(S (t)&-2g'h(f+&)e '""'
T
dtte « i')/r2h(t+ t')[&S (f+ tg)S (t)&e«(ie i')-&S'(t+ t')S (t)&e «s(i+ i')] (A6)
0
Note that the above equations for correlation functions involves terms like $(t+7')e "'""(S(f)&. These can
be simplified by using (A2), i.e. ,
(S (t)) —e! / ! !t(S (2))ej gt e! / ! !!!!'![2!gg(t )e-! !!'!(S(i ))]
and hence
g (f + g)e i tg ( i+ s )(S- (f)& hc (t + g)e i tg ( t e s ) (2/ T2+ i6 ) i&s (0))
(AV)
t
+ dtge-(2/ r2+ w )(i i')( 2')g(f g)g(t+~)&Sg(tt)&e-i/g(i')ei/g(0+s)
0
Qn substituting (A8) in (A5) we find that we have iterated in a manner so that h appears as second power in
(A5) and (A6). Equations (A5) and (A6) are exact equations, i.e. , we have not made any approximations
concerning the strength of the laser field. If the fields are less than the saturation fields, then one can do
a second-order calculation in S. From (A5) and (AS) it is clear that to second order in h we have
(.)—
„
&s (t )s- (t)& ' = —w,
,
l &s (f + )s-(f)& ' + 4g '[&s &„ (&s &„ —,' ) - / "]
2
t
dt 2 e- (2 / T2 + id ) ( i- t ') (2) (t t)g (t + 7 )(Sg(t 2)) (0 )(2- i (2 ( i ') ei tg ( i+ S )
0
T
—2g dt'$(t+7')8(tyt')ei" e' ' i'~2[&s'(t+t')S (f)& (2 i" i+i'
0
&S-(f+ t g)S-(f)&(o)ei(2(te t')]
Note that
&s (t+ t g)s-(f)&"' = e (""""'&s-(t)s--(t)&"',
&S-(t+f')S-(t))" =e-' /"'" '&S-(t)S-(f)&" =0
%e now assume that the correlation functions of the field are given by
(A10)
(A11)
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&g(t+z)g(t+z. t)ezfo(z+&) (-lp(z+'r')& gze-)'+i&-&)
&$ (t)g (z )e(e(z)+ ie(&)) 0
On using (A10)—(A12) in (A9) we get for the ensemble averaged correlations
d „2
d «s (t+ ~)s-(t)&&(') =- I,T - z«&s (t+.)S-(t))&( )+ 4g s [&s &., (&s &„+-')e- & r ]2
t
x dt'((S'(t')))'o' exp[-(1/T, + in)(t —t') —y, (t+ z —t') J
0
t
—2g'8' dt'((S'(t)S (t)))'" exp — y, + —I(z' —t') —I ——ir t' .T, & )T,
Hence the Laplace transform of the correlation function defined by
(A12)
(A13)
I'"'"'(t, z) = dz' e ~&&s'(t+ r)s (t)))"'
0
is given by
a] ( ~o$ .
— z~ r("'("(t,z) =&&s'(t)s-(t)&&(" 2g'8'&&s'(t)s (t)&&'"Iz+r, + — I z+ ——z&
P
I )-1+4g'8' &S'), (z+r, ) —((S'), +-', ) z+y, + —IT, )
(A14)
x dt'&(S'(t')))'" exp[-(1/T, + in + y,)(t —t')] .
0
Note that (A4) shows that to second order in h, (S') satisfies
d 2 1((S'(t)))"'= —«S'(v))&"'-2g'8' dt'((S'(t')))"'(exp[-(1/T +y, —i&)(z' —t')] +c.c.}.
1 0
(A15)
(A16)
(A17)
1 ( 1 '/ 1Iz+ -it), r(")("( z) =«S'»" -2g & lz+r + I'+ -ztz (-,'+(S'), )T, St II c
Equations (AI5) and (A16) give the transient spectrum of the scattered light which is proportional to the
real part of r )( (t, zz). In the steady state one has from (A16)
«S »(,'I = 2g tt'&S'&„-T,[(1/T, + y, —iz), ) '+ c.c.],
I 1 l
+4g h I +zn. +y, -'&S'&., &S').,(z+y, )-'-(-.'+(S'&„) z+r, + TT2 1 (A18)
In the special case of radiative relaxation (S')„
= --,', (A18) reduces to
r'~'"'(~ z) =()"[r'—(r +zn)'] '(z+r ) '
+ (r, o.'/r)[r,' (r zt) )']—'-
x(z+y it) '. — (A19)
If one further specializes to the case of resonance,
then (A19) leads to the well-known form of the
spectrum
r'""'(" z)=(z'(r /r)(r' r') '(z+y-) '
ol
+(z'(r' r,') '(z+r-, ) ', (A20)
Rer(")~ (~ iu&) = ().'y [y'+ (()'] '[r'+ v'] ' (A21)
Equation (A21) leads to the standard result. " If
y, «y, then the spectrum of resonance fluorescence
v;ill be determined by the spectrum of laser radi-
ation and hence the linewidth of the scattered radi-
ation is much less than the natural width. Gibbs
and Venkatesan" have measured linewidths much
less than the natural widths. In the other extreme
case y, »y, the spectrumis same as that of sponta-
eously emitted radiation.
In this appendix we thus have obtained the most
general forms of the transient and steady-state
spectrum when the two-level atom is relaxing with
relaxation parameters T, and T2. The results are
valid up to second order in fields, but for arbitrary
value s of pc T y T2 6 and the initial state of the
atom. The iteration has been done self-consis'-
tently, i.e., we made a prim'i no ad hoc assump-
tions like linearization of the first two Bloch equa-
tions by substituting some form for (S'(t)) such as(S')„. For arbitrary field strengths one has to
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solve the exact equations like (A5) and (A6). It is
clear that if the ensemble average of both sides is
taken, then (A5) still involves the unknowns like
the ensemble average of
(s (t+t')s-(t)&
x exp[i(t)(t+~) -i(t)(t+t')]G(t+r)C(t+t')
A closed set of equations can be obtained by de-
coupling the hierarchy suitably. However, it is
difficult to assert in this case the region of validity
of the approximation. In the main text we obtain
an exact solution for the phase-diffusion model of
the laser Th. e exact result reduces to (A18) when
one expands to second order in n. %e finally also
note that the structure of (A5) and (A6) is similar
to the equations obtained by Eberly. "
APPENDIX B: MUI.TIPI.KATIVE STOCHASTIC PgOCESSES
Our exact results, in Secs. III-V are derived us-
ing the theory of multiplicative stochastic pro-
cesses. For the sake of completeness we review
the main results on such processes and also pres-
ent a rather simplified derivation of such results.
Fox has given a detailed derivation of the impor-
tant results on multiplicative stochastic processes.
He also has generalized many of the earlier re-
sults of Kubo. " Consider the Langevin equations
of the form
~ So'zingB4+ M km8%k
+ij +5m jm
A, = Q M,p'j+ Q Q, ~~jx,
N
(86)
D ij i l jm+ 1+m
lm
Fox has obtained (86) through a laborious method
using the moment theorem for Gaussian random
processes. " Note that we have simple equations
for the mean values
(X,.) = Q M„+Q Q„„,)( )Pj k
The classical equations like (81) are applicable
to quantum-mechanical systems. The density ma-
trix p satisfies equations of the form
Pj j g(~ojjj(~P((l + [ 1( ))ijkJPN) P
kl
where the random forces (5 correlated and Gaus-
sian) appear in the part L,(t):
(86)
The derivation (84) does not involve any approxi-
mation. Thus for the system of Langevin equations
(81) one will get (84) with the drift and diffusion
coefficients given by
ij = QM, jjjj+ Q Fjj(t)j(j (81)
where J',j are 5-correlated Gaussian random pro-
cesses satisfying
L, (t) =g F.(t)i'
(F„(t)Fg (t')& = 2Dns 5(t
(89)
&F„(t))=0,
a&( ')& = @jjjj ( (82)
The result (87) when applied to (88) implies that
t
(P) L,(P)+f (L(()=L(~))(P(,t)),
0
One wants to study the behavior of the mean values
of x and the correlations between x, (t) The sys-.
tem of variables has the Markovian property and
hence it is sufficient to know the Fokker-Planck
equation for the conditional distribution furiction.
The Fokker-Planck equation can be obtained by us-
ing the general results of Lax" and Stratonivich. "
For a more general Langevin equation of the form
x, =B,. + ~„jt
&fj(t)) =0
&f (t)f, (t')& = 26jj6(t —t'),
the associated Fokker-Planck equation has the
form
(84)
with
=f.&p& ZD.&J-',"'fP&t(t)& .
aS
(a10)
Equation (810) is the master equation for the en-
semble average of the density matrix interacting
with stochastic perturbations. In the derivation of
(810) no approximation has been made and (810) is
exact. Note also that because of the 5-correlated
nature of F, the term in (810) arising due to the
interaction with the fluctuating forces does not de-
pend on L, Note also that the dynamics of the
random forces is prescribed. The master equa-
tions which we have discussed in Secs. III-V fol-
low from a straightforward application of (810).
Many other master equations, such as the Redfield
equation, "Haken-Strobl- Reineker' equations,
which have been derived in the literature by using
very complicated methods, follow from a simple
application of (810); We illustrate the method for
Haken-Strobl-Reineker equation describing the
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problem of exciton diffusion
p = -i[H „p]—i [II,(t), p],
where
H, (t) = gh„„.(t)S'„S„. , &h„„&=0,
ne'
(811)
(812)
dom forces in (815), we find that (815) reduces to
(810). We have thus shown that cohen the random
forces acting on the system characterized by the
I.angevin equation (81) are Gaussian 5 correlated,
then the exact master equation is same as the one
obtained by using the &om approximation. We
have mentioned in Sec. III that our results on res-
&h„„.(t)h„-„-.(t')) = 2A„„„„-5(t - t') . (813)
On applying (810) to (811) we immediately get the
exact master equation
&p& = -i[If„&p&]
A i ii III [8 5 ii [b iis iii (p)] i
ne'n" n'"
(814)
which is the desired equation. It has been obtained
in Ref. 30 by infioite-orde:. perburbation
theory. " We close this appendix with some re-
marks on the exact master eiluation (810). If one
uses the Born approximation (ef. Refs. 35-41) then
(88) leads to
(815)
On substituting the 5-correlated nature of the ran-
onance fluorescence are in agreement with those
obtained by Mandel and Kimble" and by Eberly"
on the laser phase fluctuati-ons even though these
authors employed a decorrelation technique, which
is equivalent to the Born approximation. The
above agreement, though at first sight mysterious,
can be understood from the italic result cited
above.
The results of this appendix can also be used to
calculate the fluctuations in various dynamical
variables for example, population inversion, dipole
moment, etc. , i.e., if one wants to calculate quan-
tities like «8')'&-(«8'»)' then the Fokker-Planck
equation (84) can be used. This etiuation for ex-,
ample, leads to
&+ ZQ
where &z's are defined by (86). An analysis of
these fluctuations and their experimental in~plica-
tions will be presented elsewhere.
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